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Selected Resources

School-based Reform. Lessons from a National Study.

The National Education Association.
http://www.nea.org - The nation’s leading organization, committed to advancing the cause of public education, elevating the character and advancement of the profession of teaching. Links to numerous resources for the improvement of teaching and learning.

SELECTED JOURNALS

ONLINE

Community College Journal of Research and Practice
Comparative Education Review
Educational Leadership
Elementary School Journal
Infants and Young Children
International Journal of Educational Research
International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education
Intervention in School and Clinic
Journal of Curriculum and Supervision
Journal of Educational Research
Journal of Experimental Education
Preventing School Failure
Reading Teacher
Review of Education, Pedagogy and Cultural Studies
Studies in the Education of Adults
Theory into Practice

PRINT

Adult Education Quarterly
American Educational Research Journal
American Secondary Education
Exceptional Education Quarterly
Journal of Developmental Education
Journal of Environmental Education
Journal of Research in Childhood Education
Journal of Research on Technology in Education
Media and Methods
NASSP Bulletin
New Directions for Institutional Research
Principal
Research in Higher Education
Review of Higher Education
Teacher Education Quarterly
Teaching Pre K-8
TechTrends
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES

REF. LB2343.H66 1990

A very good source of information on counseling in higher education in the United States and college student development programs in the United States.

REF. Z5813.C64 1988

An analytical guide to periodicals in education, including journals and serials.

DATABASES

ERIC

Electronic guide to published and unpublished educational materials. Citations and abstracts for education-related literature include articles, books, papers, proceedings, and other documents.

Digital Dissertations

Online access to bibliographic information about doctoral dissertations and master’s theses that include fulltext access of titles published since 1997 and 24-page previews available.

DICTIONARIES

REF. LB15.H57 1999

Provides biographical information about eminent people and important topics related to the development of American public, private and parochial schools.

REF. LC1752.H57 1998

A concise reference tool for researchers, scholars, teachers, students, and laypersons interested in examining significant events, ideas, movement, institutions, and people concerned with the history of women’s education in the United States. Each entry defines a subject and explores its significance to women’s Educational history.

REF. LB15.R64 1982

This work presents short definitions of English language terms. Includes names of some prominent educators and discussions of several educational theories.

DIRECTORIES

REF. L901.H6 2001

A comprehensive and accurate guide to higher education HED identifies reliable recognition of accrediting agencies other than that of the Secretary of Education.

REF. L901.E443 1999

Designed to provide the education professional with immediate access to information that would take hours of searching through multiple resources to find. Offers concise, up-to-date data on career advancement, teaching opportunities, financial resources and support groups and services in one, easy to use volume.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

REF. LB17.U54 1996

An easy to use reference for the entire educational community. Covers every broad area of education. Provides an overview of each topic and the bibliographic to study each topic in greater depth.

REF. LC2717.E53 1996

An essential, comprehensive reference tool for researchers, teachers, scholars, students and laypersons who need information under a single cover on significant issues, policies, historical events, law, theories, organizations and people incident to the education of African Americans.

HANDBOOKS

REF. LB1028.3.B77 1999

Purpose of this handbook is to show the many ways new media and technologies work well as tools for good teaching and learning and to provide a framework for the critical analysis of these tools. Chapters offer a way of looking at the integration of media and technologies into classroom as an opportunity to improve teaching and learning.

INDEXES

REF. Z5813.C8

A monthly guide to current periodical literature in education, covering articles published in approximately 830 major education and educational related journals. Part of the ERIC family of reference publications.